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Let's sail
Explore Cyclades and Saronic Gulf from 164€ per day!
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Paros



Island of Paros   Situated at the heart of the Cyclades, this majestic Cycladic island is one of the most popular  islands. It will fascinate you with all its fabulous surroundings, a homely atmosphere, culture, crystal clear waters, numerous historical interests, olive groves, endless vineyards and magnificent rock formations. The island offers the perfect sailing ...
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Serifos



Serifos Greece Surrounded with the distinct Cycladic beauty,  Serifos Island is characterized by rugged mining sites, which are reminders of the sland’s main history. Experience the calm atmosphere that triggers your senses. Besides its wildland and arid features, the island has magnificent beaches that blend with the deep blue colours of the Aegean Sea. The ...
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Milos



Adamas, Milos Greece   Adamas is Milos main port and the island’s  busiest place even though Plaka is the capital.  This port is protected from the 'Meltemi' wind from the north, giving it the calmest waters you will ever come across.  On your way to Milos, you will see the famous Cycladic sight of a ...
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Kimolos



Kimolos Greece Crystal Clear waters of Kimolos 'Kimolos – an Aegean rugged jewel that will captivate you with its geological beauty and architectural wealth.' Kimolos is a beautiful little island of the Cyclades located next to Milos but is rich with mysterious beaches, rare geological monuments and incredible architectural wealth.  Even though it is very ...
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Sounio



Sounio Sounion is situated about 40 miles from Athens and at the southernmost point of  East Attica. Due to its strategic location in commanding the seafaring lanes operating to and from Athens, it was the main fortress of Attica for the Athenians’ maritime interest.  Sounio became a station for strong garrison of Athenians triremes and ...
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Amorgos



Amorgos The island of Amorgos This long and slanted shaped island resembling the shape of a seahorse is on the eastern edge of the Cyclades, close to  the Dodecanese islands. The island has a stunning beauty and authenticity filled with its aromatic herbs, raki-loving spirit (grape-based liquor), and spectacular walking paths and trails. While it ...












	


More Special Destinations
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BOOK WITH US TODAY !

We strive to provide high quality services, to make your vacations an experience to remember.

Book Now







	



			
Best Price

Save with our exclusive discounts and special offers.





		






	



			
Rent a Yacht

We offer Greece premier range of luxury new and second-hand yachts for renting.





		






	



			
Itineraries

Sailing routes; things to do and see; recommendations.





		







	



			
Boat suggestions

Let us help you pick the perfect boat for your vacation.





		






	



			
Support

We’re here to support your journey end to end with video live technical support, extra insurance coverage and extras.





		






	



			
For families and friends

No matter if you are looking for relaxing vacation with your family or party with friends, we will meet all your needs.
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                                Find Inspiration for your next trip
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Why a Sailing Yacht?
			A yacht  is a watercraft used for pleasure or sports. The term originates from the Dutch word jacht “hunt”, and was originally defined as a light fast sailing vessel used by the Dutch navy. Due to the unique mixture of sea and land of Cyclades, the sea venues and the astonishing bays, a sailing yacht is the ideal mean for island hopping and exploration. It is a fact that the best way to enjoy all the hidden splendours Cyclades have to offer, is with a Sailing Yacht.



		




Visit Greek Islands onboard a Sailing Yacht
			The image that springs to mind, when someone speaks of Greek islands, probably derives from the Cyclades. Cyclades are located almost in the middle of the Aegean Sea and consist of a lot of diverse islands with differing cultures and landscapes. The unique colors, the white-washed blue cuboid houses, the blue-green waters, the cuisine and much more create a unique enviroment that everyone should experience once in his/her lifetime.



		






May we help you?

Send us a questions and our team will contact you.

Ask a Question






What our clients think!
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We couldn’t recommend South Sea Sail more! Captain Stefan made our whole vacation. Not only was he highly professional...  and a very experienced trustworthy captain, we ended up having some of our most fun memories with him. Other captains were looking to him to help them out in the ports which speaks to his skills. He took us to spots you wouldn’t believe existed until you saw it for yourself and very few knew about to swim and spend the night anchored. We hope to spend another trip with Captain Stefan at the helm and have made a lifelong friend.Doug and Jennaread more
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I was skippering a Beneteau 57, provided by SeaSailYachting. Great boat and sailing experience for the whole crew...  atrund the Cyclades islands.Thank you, guys!read more
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Went sailing on SY Somi a brand new nautitech. The boat is solar powered and is loaded with batteries, so no generator...  needed even when using A/C all night. We had an amazing crew on the boat. Skipper Stefan is super experienced and together with Ana they are just great people you will enjoy spending time with on the boat. West Cyclades were amazing as well. We’ll be back to sail other parts!read more
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We enjoyed a wonderful sailing trip in the Cyclades with Stefan. He is a very experienced skipper and showed us...  beautiful places on different islands. We appreciate all the efforts made to follow the sailing route we wanted to take. Even under tough wind conditions. Our catamaran was brand new and well equipped. Overall a great experience.read more
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Great sailing trip with awesome skipper Stefan! Stefan did an amazing job, knows all the nice places and took us to...  beautiful spots on various islands! Always helpful with ideas for what to do and where to go to. Trust this skipper and you will have an amazing time sailing around the Greek Islands!read more
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We had one of the best vacations. I can only recommend
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The company is worth recommending. All procedures very smooth. Christos and Nikiforis very helpful. The yacht is...  technically at a good level. Christopher.read more
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All our experience with South Sea Sail Yachting S.A. was extremally positive. We took Hanse 455 ,,Swell'' in early...  September 2022. The boat iteself was very well equipped, clean and perfectly prepared for cruising. Check-in was done fully and relatively quickly with help of on-line check list. Despite of cruising after top season all the systems on the boat were functioning without any disturbances. Sails were new and all the lines easy to operate. Engin was running smoothly and reliably. Cabins very much comfortable and with full and clean linen. Kitchen equipped perfectly. The last but not least - South Sea Sail Team was very friendly, helpful and responing quickly to any inquireies. It's my pleasure to reccomend this charter company. Me and my familly will get back next year again for another sailing experiency. Of courses Cyclades and for sure with South Sea Sail....read more
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This is a small enthusiast charter company that have a very nice fleet of sailboats and catamarans. The service they...  provide is over the top. You have a direct connection with the top manager and the staff that are available anytime. For any little information and help they're always on the field and are ready to offer you an efficient solution. We very much appreciate the team efforts in taking up all the requests in order to provide a complete service that made our trip wonderful.read more
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Very good experience! Great boat, great staff, great sailor (Spyros 
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We had a fantastic family catamaran cruise in the islands with Stefan first week and Nickos second week. These 2...  captains are just fantastic ! we loved our stay with them, their professional advices, their company. Thanks to both of you dear Captains 🙏🏼🙏🏼read more
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As a disclaimer I need to say that we rented the smallest and cheapest boat 36i, so in all honesty we were not...  expecting lux conditions. After a week in Cyclades we were pleasantly surprised by the very efficient engine, good wind grip and stability of the baby Nadezhda 🙂 The boat was very clean ( nice bed sheets and soft towels), operational guys were very pleasant to deal with and overall we had smooth process with the charter company. The reason I gave 4 stars is the the boat itself. Some vital things on it was not fully operational. examples: leaking outside shower (we lost a lot of water and had to constantly switch of the water pump) problems with folding Genoa because of weak tension in the shroud (we had experienced captain on board and he helped to unstuck it, without him it would be a challenge) wind reader in the Navi was not working or the cable for electricity was super short. But again, these things did not greatly effect our sailing, but they should’ve been dealt before the season. Overall I recommend the company.read more
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South See Sail Yachting provide a very fair service. The takeover and the return of the Yacht was fair. Very friendly...  personal, make happens what possible is.read more
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South Sea Sail Yachting is small family company.  I have a very good impression with cooperate with them. Christos and...  Nikiforos are working very good. Check in and check out were quickly but detaily.  It is very important for next charter (you can sure that you get a good prepare boat).I can strongly recommend this charter company.read more
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We had a great time with the sailing yacht, which was in very good shape.The staff was very kind and helpful. The...  whole service provided by SouthSeaSail was excellent.read more
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We've had a great time while sailing a boat from South Sea Sail in the Saronic Gulf. The boat was very nice, clean, and...  well taken care of. The guys have been very helpful: they helped us prepare for the trip, told us about the best places to visit, arranged for airport transfer, and when we had some small technical issues during the trip they promptly came and fixed them so that we can continue having a great vacation. Thank you very much!read more
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Great people,  great place. Very comfortable service and very friendly people.  Cu next year. Mike
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        	ABOUT SOUTH SEA SAIL
			South Sea Sail is a well established yacht management business and yacht owners. We have turned our passion for sea into business and our goal is to provide high quality yachts and services.
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